
Billie Eilish

Eazy Mac

[Verse]
Billie Eilish, I really get it, they really jealous (Yeah)

They fall, I'm hot dog, I?silly?relish
I smoke and?fuck lots like Willie Nelson

My tongue’s?stuck on frogs, I'm really meltin' (Whoa)
Colors dripping on me from the ceiling now (Whoa, whoa)

They don’t know this feeling now (Whoa, whoa, whoa)
Tried to go to In-N-Out

But I couldn't read the menu clear
I saw Mikey Mouse (Whoa, whoa, whoa)

I saw Minnie Mouse (Yeah)
Golden peeing on Yellowbunny and spitting out (Yeah)

That bitch has a potty mouth (Potty mouth)
Coco make you have a snotty nose (Snotty nose)

Tell the audience audios
Got the audio from the studio when I body those (Yeah)
Now I'm sunning the game, even your mommy knows
Now I'm running the train, even your mommy knows

Mario feel bigger on the mushroom (Yeah)
Doing cardio every minute that I fuck you
Crush you like a nut shell, help me nut boo

Bend over, grab my balls, hut-one, hut-two (Yeah)
My momma would mix Klonopin [?]

Crush 'em into taco kits, feed 'em to all the kids
They would stare at the wall and knit moccasins

I would stare at a dictionary now watch this shit (Look)
I'm the king of the jungle on every continent

The sauce is extra thick, but I'm possible, I get lost in it
The doctor keeps on telling me "enemies hate my dominance"

As long as I’m the chosen one I’m blowing up like rocket ships (Boom)
Blast off to oblivion (Yeah)

A milly in my bank, eat frogs, that's amphibian (Ribbit)
New Crocs, that’s a reptile, best style
Yeah Arabian, I'm in the West Nile

West Nile (Yeah), An alien, I'm from the X-Files
Nobody saving, I'm behaving like a meth child

Cashing statements got me changing different textiles
Its a daily struggle trying to find a desca[?] (Huh)

In a Tesla (Yeah)
Hey Alexa (Hey Alexa)
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Give me head top
On your desktop
Finish on chest

Manchesta’ (Manchesta', Manchester)
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